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Review of Mareeba Shire Council
Planning Scheme Environmental
Significance Overlay

Closing Date: 4pm - 28 February 2017

For further information regarding this brief contact:

Brian Millard
Senior Planner
Mareeba Shire Council
Ph: (07) 4086 4657
Email: brianm@msc.qld.gov.au
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Mareeba Shire Council Planning Scheme (MSCPS) was adopted by Council on 15 June
2016 and commenced on and from 1 July 2016.
The MSCPS includes an Environmental Significance Overlay which is based on the Queensland
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection's Matters of State Environmental
Significance (MSES) mapping and the requirements of the Queensland State Planning Policy.
Council has resolved to seek quotes from suitably qualified consultants to review and update
the Environmental Significance Overlay of the MSCPS, to include matters of local environmental
significance which did not transition from the public notification version of the planning scheme.

2.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In May 2009, the Tablelands Regional Council (TRC) commenced work on a new single
planning scheme covering the four (4) amalgamated local government areas of Atherton Shire,
Eacham Shire, Herberton Shire and Mareeba Shire.
Work on the new single planning scheme reached the public consultation stage in early 2013
and public consultation was conducted between 21 January 2013 and 28 March 2013. A total
of 2047 submissions were received during the public consultation period, with 923 of the
submissions of specific relevance to Mareeba Shire local government area.
The Queensland Government introduced the Single State Planning Policy in December 2013.
On 1 January 2014, Mareeba Shire Council (MSC) de-amalgamated from the continuing
Tablelands Regional Council and the public notification version of the draft TRC planning
scheme became the draft Mareeba Shire Council Planning Scheme.
MSC and its appointed planning scheme consultant considered and workshopped all
submissions received by TRC between 21 January 2013 and 28 March 2013. Minor changes
were made to the draft planning scheme in response to some submissions and administrative
amendments.
The changes made to the State Planning Policy (SPP) post 28 March 2013 (end of the public
consultation period) were also reflected in the draft MSCPS. In respect to the Environmental
Significance Overlay of the draft MSCPS, the overlay mapping and code provisions transitioned
from the Areas of Ecological Significance (AES) mapping to the Matters of State Environmental
Significance (MSES) mapping.
The MSES mapping in general terms reduced the areas identified by the Environmental
Significance Overlay in comparison with the previous overlay based on AES mapping.
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On 16 September 2015, MSC resolved that the draft MSCPS, including the amended
Environmental Significance Overlay, proceed to adoption and approval be sought from the
Minister for adoption to occur. All 2047 submitters were provided with a written response to their
submission/s.
Subsequent to the submitters being advised of the amendments made to the draft MSCPS,
several community groups and various community members made representations to Council
and the Minister requesting that adoption of the draft MSCPS be postponed pending a review of
the Environmental Significance Overlay to strengthen the protection of Matters of Local
Environmental Significance in particular.
MSC maintained the view that an amendment of the State sourced MSES mapping to include
Matters of Local Environmental Significance would require the draft MSCPS to revert back to
Stage 1 of MALPI and would likely to delay the implementation of the new planning scheme,
during which time the limited development controls and environmental protections offered by the
Mareeba Shire Planning Scheme 2004 would continue to apply.
With this view in mind, the MSCPS was adopted on 15 June 2016, with Council giving the
commitment to review and update the Environmental Significance Overlay of the MSCPS, to
include Matters of Local Environmental Significance which did not transition from the public
notification version of the planning scheme.
Link to relevant Planning Scheme versions
1.

Public notification version of the Tablelands Regional Council Planning Scheme
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fqf6pppzolzfnu4/Public%20notification%20version.zip?dl=0

2.

Mareeba Shire Council Planning Scheme - July 2016
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4ot0lf1mkqvhoe4/MSCPS%20July%202016%20complete%20
incl%20maps.pdf?dl=0

3.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
3.1

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR
MSC is looking for a consultant who has recent experience in strategic planning
within the Queensland planning framework, in particular, planning scheme
preparation. Experience in the drafting of similar environmental overlays will be
highly regarded.
The consultant will bring to the project relevant disciplines to provide a quality, easily
interpreted and rigorous planning outcome.
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3.2

PROPOSAL
You are invited to develop a project proposal and fee estimate to provide the
deliverables outlined in this section.
The aim of the project is to review the Environmental Significance Overlay of the
adopted MSCPS against the Biodiversity Areas Overlay/Wetlands and Watercourse
Corridors Overlay of the public notification version of the draft planning scheme and
to prepare planning scheme amendments, in the form of amended overlay mapping
and code, to be incorporated into the MSCPS in order to deliver coordinated and
sustainable:


Protection of significant environmental and biodiversity values, including
matters of local environmental significance.

Specific matters to be addressed:


The project must consider and respond where appropriate, to the relevant
overlay criticism outlined in the correspondence attached to this brief
(Attachment 1).



Due to the changes to be made by the upcoming Planning Act 2016, the
Ecological Corridors mapped on Strategic Framework Maps SFM001-009
must be replicated on the Environmental Significance Overlay Maps.

The proposal is to include:











A demonstrated understanding of the project
Detailed Methodology
Individual tasks within the methodology
legislation and standards that will be referenced
Timeframes and milestones
Format of mapping and documents
Proposed consultants, their experience and background (including any subcontracted consultants)
Brief description of similar projects delivered
Individual costs for specific tasks as proposed in the methodology
Expectation on MSC officer time required

Deliverables
Amended Environmental Significance Overlay mapping in Mapinfo format
Amended Environmental Significance Overlay Code in Microsoft Word format
A project summary report in Microsoft Word format and one (1) hard copy
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Milestones and Timeframes
A project inception meeting will be held with the successful consultant during the
week commencing 20 March 2017.
It is anticipated that the review project will be completed within three (3) months of
commencement.
Reporting Requirements
All matters should be directed through Senior Planner Brian Millard. Meetings will be
called from time to time when the need arises. It is much appreciated if all relevant
personnel could make themselves available for these meetings.
Proposal Evaluation Weighting
Staff Experience
Methodology
Timeframe
Cost

4.

30%
30%
20%
20%

CLOSING TIME AND PLACE FOR SUBMISSIONS
Submissions endorsed "Environmental Significance Overlay Review – Consultant’s Offer",
must be lodged in the tender box at Mareeba Shire Council, PO Box 154, Rankin Street,
Mareeba, Queensland 4880 by 4.00 pm on Tuesday 28 February 2017.
For queries relating to this brief, please contact:
Name:

Brian Millard

Position:

Senior Planner

Email:

brianm@msc.qld.gov.au

Phone:

(07) 4086 4657
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Attachment 1

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6e8kradiq8m0daj/AAAKVQTZ-9hu8b1ayHdSQGcTa?dl=0
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